Each of these approaches has its limitations. On one hand, using regression analysis gives only estimates for the average country or region while revealing nothing about the actual changes within the entire distribution. On the other hand, the work using distributional dynamics has little grounding in economic theory. Finally, with a few more recent exceptions, 3 both strands of the literature tend to ignore the role of location, spatial dependence, and heterogeneity as far as regional growth and convergence are concerned.
The alternative approach we propose is built on the awareness of all these shortcomings in the prevailing literature. First, we look for signs of convergence by analyzing movements across the entire distribution, as opposed to seeking average measurements. Second, we link the empirical analysis to the theoretical literature on decision making under uncertainty, traditionally employed in informing choices regarding investment portfolios. Finally, while the spatial elements of the analysis remain beyond the scope of this article, we set up a framework that makes possible the explicit incorporation of spatial effects in future empirical work.
This article departs from the literature on regional convergence employing distribution analysis, mostly focused on Markov chains, in that we propose the application of second-order stochastic dominance (SOSD) analysis as a means of comparing entire distributions at different moments in time. This technique overcomes the distortions that discretization brings into Markov chain modeling 4 and is free from the constraints of distribution-related assumptions. As the discussion in the results section shows, the proposed approach offers insights into issues related to inequality and direction of change that are not present in previous work on distributions within the s-convergence context. Most important, SOSD has the value added of offering more visible links between economic theory and statistical measurement.
I revisit the issue of regional convergence from the perspective of the preferences of the European policy maker, who is expected to favor higher average income per capita over low average income per capita, as well as convergence over divergence. We explore data pertaining to sixty-five EU regions over the decade leading up to the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty. After investigating intradistributional dynamics with Markov chains, we test for convergence using SOSD applied to regional income per capita.
For this sample and time scale, we find evidence of regional convergence that is neither fast nor continuous. In other words, the regions in the sample display high persistence in belonging to a certain income group, while subperiods of convergence and divergence in income per capita are discernible.
The remainder of the article is organized in four sections: the first reveals the relevance of regional convergence in the European context, the second presents the model, the third discusses the results obtained, and the final section concludes.
THE BACKGROUND
Article 2 of the Treaty of Rome, as amended by subsequent treaties, lists "a high degree of convergence of economic performance" and "economic and social cohesion" among the objectives of the European Union (EU). With the introduction of the euro in 1999, the relevance of regional convergence moved beyond the initial political connotation and symbolism.
The success of monetary integration, the optimum currency area literature tells us, depends, inter alia, on the degree of homogeneity of the participating countries. One aspect of homogeneity refers to industrial diversification: insofar as economywide disturbances are the aggregates of industry-specific shocks, countries with similar industrial structures are likely to face similar aggregate disturbances and, ceteris paribus, lose less by giving up independent monetary policy making (see, e.g., Kenen 1969) .
Another aspect of homogeneity relates to income per capita, which is linked to monetary integration through at least two channels: trade and fiscal policy. First, it is widely accepted that the costs of monetary unification decrease and the benefits increase with the intensity of trade within a given geographic area (Krugman 1990) and that trade (in general and the EU-prevailing intraindustry trade in particular) is positively related to income per capita (Greenaway 1983; Greenaway and Milner 1986) . Second, fiscal policy is more likely to be accepted, both domestically and at the European level, as a substitute for the lost independent monetary policy in a setup where divergences in income per capita do not foster the threat of a permanent net-contributor net-beneficiary divide.
While convergence (as in the Treaty) and homogeneity (as in the cited literature) are not synonymous, convergence tendencies provide a good indicator of forthcoming homogeneity with regards to the given measurement.
For this reason, it is important that the presence of regional convergence can be identified in a meaningful way, accurately, and with relative ease. The approach presented in this article has, in our view, the desired attributes.
When linking this tool to policy formulation, it is important that one remains aware of the limitations of the proposed approach. SOSD offers no information about the magnitude and causes of the changes identified; nor does it offer any indication of the speed of change for whose presence the test is applied.
THE MODEL

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
The model we propose is inspired by the expected utility theory criterion in investment decision making under uncertainty, which takes into account the entire distribution of returns without the need to define risk. 
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INTERNATIONAL REGIONAL SCIENCE REVIEW (Vol. 29, No. 1, 2006) In the case of regional convergence, the European policy maker is akin to a riskaverse investor. The investor prefers a high return to a low one, as well as a low spread of returns to a high spread. Being concerned about risk, a risk-averse decision maker will choose the less risky option when expected value is similar. Likewise, the policy maker, who identifies with the EU objectives, prefers a high average regional income per capita to a low one, as well as convergence (a low spread) to heterogeneity or divergence (a wide spread) in levels of income across regions. For a given level of average regional income per capita, the policy maker will prefer convergence to divergence.
Therefore, the European policy maker has an utility function u U Î , that conforms to Jensen's inequalities:
For two sets of random outcomes X 1 and X 2 (i.e., two collections of levels of per capita income at the regional level) with cumulative distributions F 1 and respectively F 2 ,
holds if and only if
or, over some interval [a,b] ,
with at least one strict inequality for some x 0 . That is to say, the policy maker will prefer the first distribution of per capita income to the second if and only if F 1 (or X 1 ) second-order stochastically dominates F 2 (or X 2 ):
Intuitively, if X 1 and X 2 have same mean, F 1 is more compactly placed around it than F 2 (see Granger 1999 ).
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EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION
Risk-averse investors weigh the risk of each investment against its profitability. However, since no single objective index can deliver a ranking of investments by their risk, the whole distribution of returns needs to be considered. By analogy, the European policy maker can only evaluate the impact of regional policy in pursuit of the stated objectives of growth and convergence by looking at the entire distribution of regional income per capita. In both cases, SOSD offers a suitable tool, as it enables the assessment of random variables by the pointwise comparison of their distribution functions.
The literature on investment decision making under uncertainty presents us with a number of tests for pair-wise comparisons of large numbers of outcomes. In this article, we test for SOSD using the test proposed by Kaur, Rao, and Singh (1994) -KRS hereafter-for pairs of distributions of regional income per capita. The choice is motivated by the fact that their test is relatively easy to compute, 6 is consistent, and has an upper bound a on the asymptotic size.
For each pair of sets of income per capita X 1 and X 2 , with cumulative distribution functions F 1 and respectively F 2 , we test the null hypothesis
against the alternative
for some (6) where [a,b] is the range for X 1 and X 2 . The null of SOSD [(F 1 ) 2 (F 2 )] is rejected if and only if the computed KRS statistic complies with the following relationship to the critical value
where n is the sample size and a = 1 percent. The critical value Z a is such that
The details regarding the calculation of the test statistic are given in Appendix A. The data cover regions of the current member states of the EU over the period 1984 to 1993, the decade prior to the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty, the legal framework for progress toward monetary unification in Europe. The aim of this empirical analysis is to determine whether the fifteen European countries that 68 INTERNATIONAL REGIONAL SCIENCE REVIEW (Vol. 29, No. 1, 2006) currently subscribe to the objectives of this Treaty did-in the decade anticipating its ratification and entry into force-belong, de facto, to a convergent group.
7
Income per capita is calculated using regional population and regional gross value added data. The data are in real terms and consistent for all member states and come from Eurostat (1996) , at subregional (NUTS2 [Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics]) level. The sample size is sixty-five. The choice of coverage and spatial disaggregation of the data remains dictated by the availability of consistent measurements on income over the period under analysis. Further details about the area covered and the variables employed are given in Appendix B.
THE RESULTS
The analysis is applied to four pairs of distributions: one covering the entire period of interest, 1984 to 1993, and three corresponding to four-year subperiods: 1984 to 1987, 1987 to 1990, and 1990 to 1993 . The choice for the number of subperiods is based on the view that a four-year period is long enough for some evidence of convergence to manifest itself as well as short enough for temporary tendencies to become visible. The subperiods are of equal length, to enable meaningful comparisons.
Before performing the SOSD analysis, we explore the distributional dynamics of the data using discrete-time Markov chains. Like Quah (1996b), we assume that additional knowledge concerning the past behaviour of the process under analysis does not alter the probability of any future behavior once the current state is known. In other words, we assume that the stochastic process is a discrete-time Markov chain for all states x n , "n Î N:
We work under the assumption of time-stationary transition probabilities in each multiyear subperiod. The transition probabilities from state x n to state x n+1 are estimated as observed fractions of transitions out of a specific state (maximum likelihood estimator):
The estimated transition probabilities matrices for the period 1984 to 1993 and its three subperiods are reported in Table 1 .
They relate to a four-state setup, where the income of each of the sixty-five EU regions is compared to the 50 percent, 75 percent, and 100 percent of the EU average benchmarks for the sample under analysis. This is an equi-sized cells discretization that has been used previously in the literature (Quah 1993; López-Bazo et al. 1999) . We preferred it to other types of discretization due to its visible connecCarrington / REGIONAL CONVERGENCE IN THE EUROPEAN UNION 69 tion to EU regional policy in at least two ways. First, this choice of states is consistent with the criteria used in the allocation of regional funds for the development and structural adjustment of the regions whose development is lagging behind (socalled Objective 1 regions in the EU). 8 Second, the states at the lower end of the distribution can be expected to have increased policy relevance in view of the planned enlargement of the EU: at the time of writing, for the candidate countries, fifty-two out of fifty-six or more than 90 percent of the NUTS2 regions had per capita GDP below 75 percent of the EU average (Eurostat 2003) .
Each entry p ij gives the probability that a region in state i moves to a state j, say from less than 50 percent of the EU average to somewhere between 50 and 75 percent. Over the decade under analysis, the highest persistence (probability of remaining in the current state) is in the lower-middle (B) and upper (D) income per capita groups. There is upward mobility throughout, yet the group of regions with the highest income per capita is the most stable over the entire period and for each subperiod. In addition, what can be seen during the three subperiods is a tendency of polarization within the distribution: between 1984 and 1987 the highest mobility is toward state B, while in the latter part of the interval (1987 to 1990, 1990 to 1993) , most switches are from C to D. While the former describes a move of the poorer regions closer to the EU average, the latter indicates a move away from it, toward the upper end of the distribution. It is interesting to note 9 that each subperiod discussed here has at least one absorbing state (i.e., one where the probability of leaving is equal to zero). This is systematically the case for the highest-income Note: A = less than 50 percent of the European Union (EU) average; B = between 50 and 75 percent of the EU average; C = between 75 and 100 percent of the EU average; D = more than the EU average.
state, a finding that is robust to changes in the cutoff points and in the number of states. 10 It appears, therefore, that high-income regions are consistently in the leading position. Typical examples are the regions of Bruxelles, Bremen, Hamburg, and Île-de-France, with income per capita around twice the EU average over the period under analysis.
11 López-Bazo et al. (1999, 364) described this phenomenon as "high persistence in the spatial characterization." A meaningful way of understanding this result is from the perspective of what Davis and Weinstein (2002) called the locational fundamentals theory. The key argument of this approach is that specific locations have permanent features that make them "an excellent site for economic activity." In their words, "There are deep, very likely geographical, characteristics of particular location that have a very strong influence on their opportunities for growth relative to other locations in a common technological regime" (p. 1285). Table 1 also reports changes in the standard deviation of the distributions between the end points of each time interval. Note that the measure for the overall fall in dispersion conceals the combination of subperiods of s-convergence and divergence.
The main limitation of the Markov chains approach is the arbitrary choice of states, with the findings conditional on this discretisation of the distributions. To gain further insight, we proceed with the next step of the analysis: the pointwise comparison of distributions. A preliminary inspection of the pairs of probability distribution functions indicates the presence of SOSD over the entire period.
According to equation 4, SOSD implies that the area enclosed between the two functions under consideration should be nonnegative up to every point x. Whenever the 1993 curve (F 1 ) is below the 1984 curve (F 2 ), the area between the two distributions is positive; and whenever the 1984 curve (F 2 ) is below the 1993 curve (F 1 ), the area enclosed between the two distributions is negative (see Figure 1) . The presence of SOSD is indicated by the fact that for the negative area there is a positive area that occurs for smaller values of x (to the left on the horizontal axis).
SOSD is also present for two of the three subperiods, namely, 1990 versus 1987 and 1987 versus 1984 (see Figures 2 and 3) .
However, over the subperiod 1990 to 1993, there appears to be no SOSD: the 1993 curve does not cut the 1990 curve from below, that is, the entire area between the two cumulative distributions is negative (see Figure 4) .
In other words, while there is evidence of convergence over the entire period under analysis, at least one subperiod (1990 to 1993) is characterized by divergence in the levels of income per capita at regional level.
These findings are consolidated by the computed KRS statistics reported in Table 2. At the 1 percent level of significance, we cannot reject the null hypothesis over the entire period (1984 to 1993), as well as for two subperiods (1984 to 1987 and 1987 to 1990) . The null hypothesis is, however, rejected over the subperiod 1990 to 1993. In other words, with confidence of 99 percent, one can infer that the European regions have been converging between 1984 to 1993, but not continuously so. This is consistent with the indications given by changes in the measure of dispersion and by the intradistributional dynamics information for the sample.
Yet our findings are more revealing when we link them to two of the necessary conditions for the presence of SOSD (Levy 1998) . Namely, for second-order dominance of F 1 over F 2 , it is necessary, inter alia, that
That is to say, in the presence of SOSD, the expected return from the dominant distribution is no less than the one from the dominated one, while the left tail of the dominated distribution must be thicker than that of the dominant distribution. Therefore, the presence of SOSD tells us not only that, overall, income per capita has not fallen for the sample, but also that part of any increase was located in the poorer regions. Furthermore, SOSD also contains information about changes in the degree of inequality of income distribution, a relevant insight in the context of cohesion policy. The preference ordering of two income distributions of stochastic dominance is consistent with all inequality indices (Moyes 1999) .
Such degree of detail of insight is not apparent in single measures, such as the ones traditionally used in s-and b-convergence tests.
Much caution should be exercised in the interpretation of the significance of our results for the prospects of monetary integration in Europe. The performance over the entire period under analysis appears as encouraging to our European policy maker, while the lack of convergence over the final subperiod is more consistent with the Euroskeptic view. However, these results cannot be regarded in isolation from the economic and political realities of the decade under analysis. It is worth noting that the subperiod of divergence that we identified is one during which the German unification took place, a large asymmetric shock to the EU economy that lead to a fall in its average income per capita, inter alia. As the results reported in Table 1 -1993 [2,395; 35,373] -7.5229 1984-1987 [2,395; 23,917] -3.9939 1987-1990 [2,656; 29,166] -3.3692 1990-1993 [3,319; 35,373] -2.0318* Note: KRS = Kaur, Rao, and Singh (1994) . *Statistically significant at the 1% level.
was that of the higher-middle income (C) regions away from the EU average (to D). Inasmuch as these changes were localized, the results can be viewed as indicative of polarization. These findings are consistent with those previously reported in the literature (see, e.g., Neven and Gouyette 1995) : regional convergence that is neither fast nor continuous. In its own way, the German unification constituted the first round of enlargement toward Central and Eastern Europe. With the sequence of further enlargements that has already started, it is essential that the monitoring of convergence is both feasible and meaningful. The methodology we propose here is a step in the desired direction.
A general criticism to empirical studies at regional level relates to the fact that the results can be influenced by the level of spatial aggregation at which the analysis takes place (Brakman, Garretsen, and van Marrewijk 2001) . In this particular instance, however, we are gaining insight into regional convergence at a level of disaggregation that can be easily related to the principle of subsidiarity.
12 It may be argued that NUTS2 regions are not necessarily defined according to their economic functionality.
13 Nevertheless, this administrative division is a useful one, if regional policy is to be linked to the now-agreed principle of a maximum devolution of powers that requires a role for member states as well as for regional and local authorities.
Only a comprehensive and detailed analysis that uses a combination of techniques can provide the policy maker with accurate foundations for an informed decision.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Our findings are coherent with the ones previously reported in the literature, as most authors find evidence supporting the view that there is convergence across the EU, with the caveat that the results remain sensitive to the choice of time period.
We reach this conclusion using SOSD to complement the insight offered by the Markov chains analysis. As a technique, SOSD has the appeal of being based on minimal assumptions regarding preferences, while technically it benefits from not being bound to a certain distribution. In practical terms, the approach has intuitive appeal and the statistical test is easy to implement, using any spreadsheet software.
The additional benefits from the proposed approach can be best highlighted by juxtaposition with the traditional approaches, such as s-convergence, that treat convergence in terms of dispersion. First, SOSD offers the ability to test for the statistical significance of the identified tendency towards convergence, which supports more clear-cut statistical decisions than an estimated standard deviation. Second, a single test for the presence of SOSD does not only indicate the direction of change in dispersion but also contains information about the relationship between the means in the two distributions and between the "poorer," left tails of the compared distributions. This distinguishes it from s-convergence, which uses single Carrington / REGIONAL CONVERGENCE IN THE EUROPEAN UNION  75 measures of dispersion whose high sensitivity to the tails of the distribution acts as a limitation. Furthermore, s-convergence does not distinguish between convergence that follows a move toward the lower end of the distribution from one that is the result of moves towards the center or the upper end of the distribution. The proposed approach it not hindered by the degree of (in)equality across the distributions under analysis but uses this information by design. According to Maasoumi (1998) , stochastic dominance comparisons avoid the choice of index problem associated with the fact that while a number of measures of inequality have been proposed in the literature, there is no agreement over a robust index measure (Davies, Green, and Paarsch 1998) . As Carrington (2003) showed, location does matter to regional convergence in Europe, when the analysis is based on regression analysis. It is not unreasonable to expect that spatial dependence across the territorial units of measurement has an impact upon the findings of distributional dynamics analysis, as far as the magnitude of our computations is concerned. There are no grounds to expect that the nature of the findings is likely to be reversed when spatial effects are explicitly taken into account. The approach we propose here is concerned with testing for the presence of convergence, rather than with measuring its extent. However, were this analysis to be used in conjunction with other techniques, aimed at measuring the speed of convergence, location would need to be incorporated into the analysis. We would argue that, when the data indicates that spatial autocorrelation is present, the use of conditional distributions becomes necessary, with stochastic kernels used to link distributions across space rather than in time.
14 Moreover, the framework offers visible links to economic theory and can be adapted to incorporate location into the analysis, in a Bayesian framework, using conditional distributions and stochastic kernels. A valuable extension of this article would be the explicit incorporation of location into the empirical analysis, given that regional convergence in Europe has been found to lack homogeneity both in time and in space (Neven and Gouyette 1995; Maurseth 2001) .
It is inevitable that the proposed approach has its own limitations. Its link to economic theory via the utility and choice framework is no substitute for a direct link to the existing growth theory. Furthermore, SOSD offers no information about the magnitude and causes of the changes identified; nor does it offer any indication of the speed of change for whose presence the test is applied.
Overall, SOSD offers a reliable, informative, and easy way of monitoring convergence at European level that complements the Markov chains approach proposed by Quah (1996a Quah ( , 1996b , at a time when the policy relevance of such exercises is likely to increase as the EU continues to pursue its objectives of deeper and wider integration.
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